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Abstract: Remote sensing images have long been preferred to perform building damage assessments.
The recently proposed methods to extract damaged regions from remote sensing imagery rely on
convolutional neural networks (CNN). The common approach is to train a CNN independently
considering each of the different resolution levels (satellite, aerial, and terrestrial) in a binary
classification approach. In this regard, an ever-growing amount of multi-resolution imagery are
being collected, but the current approaches use one single resolution as their input. The use of
up/down-sampled images for training has been reported as beneficial for the image classification
accuracy both in the computer vision and remote sensing domains. However, it is still unclear if such
multi-resolution information can also be captured from images with different spatial resolutions such
as imagery of the satellite and airborne (from both manned and unmanned platforms) resolutions.
In this paper, three multi-resolution CNN feature fusion approaches are proposed and tested against
two baseline (mono-resolution) methods to perform the image classification of building damages.
Overall, the results show better accuracy and localization capabilities when fusing multi-resolution
feature maps, specifically when these feature maps are merged and consider feature information from
the intermediate layers of each of the resolution level networks. Nonetheless, these multi-resolution
feature fusion approaches behaved differently considering each level of resolution. In the satellite
and aerial (unmanned) cases, the improvements in the accuracy reached 2% while the accuracy
improvements for the airborne (manned) case was marginal. The results were further confirmed
by testing the approach for geographical transferability, in which the improvements between the
baseline and multi-resolution experiments were overall maintained.

Keywords: earthquake; deep learning; UAV; satellite; aerial; dilated convolutions; residual connections

1. Introduction

The location of damaged buildings after a disastrous event is of utmost importance for several
stages of the disaster management cycle [1,2]. Manual inspection is not efficient since it takes a
considerable amount of resources and time. Preventing the use of such inspections results in the early
response phase of the disaster management cycle [3]. Over the last decade, remote sensing platforms
have been increasingly used for the mapping of building damages. These platforms usually have a wide
coverage, fast deployment, and high temporal frequency. Space, air, and ground platforms mounted
with optical [4–6], radar [7,8], and laser [9,10] sensors have been used to collect data to perform
automatic building damage assessment. Regardless of the platform and sensor used, several central
difficulties persist, such as the subjectivity in the manual identification of hazard-induced damages
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from the remote sensing data, and the fact that the damage evidenced by the exterior of a building might
not be enough to infer the building’s structural health. For this reason, most scientific contributions
aim towards the extraction of damage evidence such as piles of rubble, debris, spalling, and cracks
from remote sensing data in a reliable and automated manner.

Optical remote sensing images have been preferred to perform building damage assessments since
these data are easier to understand when compared with other remote sensing data [1]. Moreover, these
images may allow for the generation of 3D models if captured with enough overlap. The 3D
information can then be used to infer the geometrical deformations of the buildings. However, the time
needed for the generation of such 3D information through dense image matching might hinder its use
in the search and rescue phase because fast processing is mandatory in this phase.

Synoptic satellite imagery can cover regional to national extents and can be readily available
after a disaster. The International Charter (IC) and the Copernicus Emergency Management Service
(EMS) use synoptic optical data to assess building damage after a disastrous event. However, many
signs of damage may not be identifiable using such data. Pancake collapses and damages along the
façades might not be detectable due to the limited viewpoint of such platforms. Furthermore, its low
resolution may introduce uncertainty in the satellite imagery damage mapping [11], even when
performed manually [12,13].

To overcome these satellite imagery drawbacks, airborne images collected from manned aerial
platforms have been considered in many events [14–17]. These images may not be as readily available
as satellite data, but they can be captured at a higher resolution and such aerial platforms may also
perform multi-view image captures. While the increase in the resolution aids in the disambiguation
between damaged and non-damaged buildings, the oblique views enable the damage assessment
of the façades [14]. These advantages were also realized by the EMS, which recently started signing
contracts with private companies to survey regions with aerial oblique imagery after a disaster [18],
as it happened in the 2016 earthquakes in central Italy.

Unmanned aerial vehicles have been used to perform a more thorough damage assessment of
a given scene. The high portability and higher resolution, when compared to manned platforms,
have several benefits: they allow for a more detailed damage assessment [17], which allows lower
levels of damage such as cracks and smaller signs of spalling to be detected [19], and they allow the
UAV flights to focus only on specific areas of interest [20].

Recent advances in the computer vision domain, namely, the use of convolutional neural networks
(CNN) for image classification and segmentation [21–23], have also shown their potential in the remote
sensing domain [24–26] and, more specifically, for the image classification of building damages
such as debris or rubble piles [17,27]. All these contributions use data with similar resolutions
that are specifically acquired to train and test the developed networks. The use of multi-resolution
data has improved the overall image classification and segmentation in many computer vision
applications [24,28,29] and in remote sensing [25]. However, multi-resolution images are generated
artificially when the input images are up-sampled and down-sampled at several scales and then
fused to obtain a final stronger classifier. While in computer vision, the resolution of a given image is
considered as another inherent difficulty in the image classification task, in remote sensing, there are
several resolution levels defined by the used platform and sensor, and these are usually considered
independently for any image classification task.

A growing amount of image data have been collected by map producers using different sensors
and with different resolutions, and their optimal use and integration would, therefore, represent an
opportunity to positively impact scene classification. More specifically, a successful multi-resolution
approach would make the image classification of building damages more flexible and not rely only
on a given set of images from a given platform or sensor. This would be optimal since there often
are not enough image samples of a given resolution level available to generate a strong CNN based
classifier. The first preliminary attempt in this direction, using image data from different platforms
and optical sensors, has only been addressed recently [30]. This work focused on the satellite image
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classification of building damages (debris and rubble piles) whilst also considering image data from
other (aerial) resolutions in its training. The authors reported an improvement of nearly 4% in the
satellite image classification of building damages by fusing the feature maps obtained from satellite
and aerial resolutions. However, the paper limited its investigation to satellite images, not considering
the impact of the multi-resolution approach in the case of aerial (manned and unmanned) images.

The present paper extends the previously reported work by thoroughly assessing the combined
use of satellite and airborne (manned and unmanned) imagery for the image classification of the
building damages (debris and rubble piles, as in Figure 1) of these same resolutions. This work focuses
on the fusion of the feature maps coming from each of the resolutions. Specifically, the aim of the paper
is twofold:

• Assess the behavior of several feature fusion approaches by considering satellite and airborne
(manned and unmanned) (Figure 1) feature information, and compare them against two baseline
experiments for the image classification of building damages;

• Assess the impact of multi-resolution fusion approaches in the model transferability for each of
the considered resolution levels, where an image dataset from a different geographical region is
only considered in the validation step.
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Figure 1. Examples of damaged and undamaged regions in remote sensing imagery. Nepal (top),
aerial (unmanned). Italy (bottom left), aerial (manned). Ecuador (bottom right), satellite. These image
examples also contain the type of damaged considered in this study: debris and rubble piles.

The next section focuses on the related work of both image-based damage mapping and CNN
feature map fusion. Section 3 presents the methodology followed to assess the use of multi-resolution
imagery, where the used network is defined and the fusion approaches formalized. Section 4 deals
with the experiments and results, followed by a discussion of the results (Section 5) and conclusions
(Section 6).
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2. Related Work

2.1. Image-Based Damage Mapping

Various methods have been reported for the automatic image classification of building damages.
These aim to relate the features extracted from the imagery with damage evidences. Such methods are
usually closely related to the platform used for their acquisition, exploiting their intrinsic characteristics
such as the viewing angle and resolution, among others. Regarding satellite imagery, texture features
have been mostly used to map collapsed and partially collapsed buildings due to the coarse resolution
and limited viewing angle of the platform. Features derived from the co-occurrence matrix have
enabled the detection of partial and totally collapsed buildings from the IKONOS and QuickBird
imagery [6]. Multi-spectral image data from QuickBird, along with spatial relations formulated
through a morphological scale-space approach have also been used to detect damaged buildings [31,32].
Another approach separated the satellite images into several classes; bricks and roof tiles were among
them [33]. The authors assumed that areas classified as bricks are most likely damaged areas.

The improvement of the image sensors coupled with the aerial platforms have not only increased
the amount of detail present in aerial images but have also increased the complexity of the automation
of damage detection procedures [34]. Due to the high-resolution of the aerial imagery, object-based
image analysis (OBIA) has started to be used to map damage [35–37] since objects in the scene are
composed of a higher number of pixels. Instead of using the pixels directly, these approaches worked
on the object level of an image composed of a set of pixels. In this way, the texture features were related
not to a given pixel but to a set of pixels [38]. Specifically, OBIA was used, among other techniques,
to assess façades for damage [14,19].

Overlapping aerial images can be used to generate 3D models through dense image matching,
where 3D information can then be used to detect partial and totally collapsed buildings [14].
Additionally, the use of fitted planes allows us to assess the geometrical homogeneity of such features
and distinguish intact roofs from rubble piles. The 3D point cloud also allows for the direct extraction
of the geometric deformations of building elements [19], for the extraction of 3D features such as the
histogram of the Z component of a normal vector [17], and for the use of the aforementioned features
alongside the CNN image features in a multiple-kernel learning approach [14,17].

Videos recorded from aerial platforms can also be used to map damage. Features such as hue,
saturation, brightness, edge intensity, predominant direction, variance, statistical features from the
co-occurrence matrix, and 3D features have been derived from such video frames to distinguish
damaged from non-damaged areas [39–41].

Focusing on the learning approach from the texture features to build a robust classifier, Vetrivel
et al. [42] used a bag-of-words approach and assumed that the damage evidence related to debris,
spalling, and rubble piles shared the same local image features. The popularity of the CNN for
image recognition tasks has successfully led to approaches that consider such networks for the image
classification of building damage (satellite and aerial) [27,30,42].

Despite the recent advancements in computer vision, particularly in CNN, these works normally
follow the traditional approach of having a completely separate CNN for each of the resolution levels
for the image classification of building damages from remote sensing imagery [17,27]. In this work,
the use of a multi-resolution feature fusion approach is assessed.

2.2. CNN Feature Fusion Approaches in Remote Sensing

The increase in the amount of remote sensing data collected, be it from space, aerial, or terrestrial
platforms, has allowed for the development of new methodologies which take advantage of the fusion
of the different types of remote sensing data [43]. The combination of several streams of data in CNN
architectures has also shown to improve the classification and segmentation results since each of the
data modalities (3D, multi-spectral, RGB) contribute differently towards the recognition of a given
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object in the scene [43,44]. While the presented overview focusses on CNN feature fusion approaches,
there are also other approaches which do not rely on CNNs to perform data fusion [45–47].

The fusion of 3D data from laser sensors or generated through dense image matching using images
has been already addressed [17,44,48,49]. Liu et al. [50] extracted handcrafted features from Lidar data
alongside CNN features from the aerial images, fusing them in a higher order conditional random
fields approach. Merging optical and Lidar data improved the semantic segmentation of 3D point
clouds [49] using a set of convolutions to merge both feature sets. The fusion of Lidar and multispectral
imagery was also addressed [48], in which the authors report the complementarity of such data
in semantic segmentation. CNN and hand-crafted image features were concatenated to generate a
stronger segmentation network in the case of aerial images [44]. In the damage mapping domain,
Vetrivel et al. [17] merged both the CNN and 3D features (derived from a dense image-matching point
cloud) in a multiple-kernel-learning approach for the image classification of building damages using
airborne (manned and unmanned vehicles) images. The most relevant finding in this work was that
the CNN features were so meaningful that, in some cases, the combined use of 3D information with
CNN features only degraded the result, when compared to using only CNN features. The authors
also found that CNNs still cannot optimally deal with the model geographical transferability in the
specific case of the image classification of building damages because differences in urban morphology,
architectural design, image capture settings, among others, may hinder this transferability.

The fusion of multi-resolution imagery coming from different resolution levels, such as satellite
and airborne (manned and unmanned) imagery, had already been tested only for the specific case of
satellite image classification of building damages [30]. The authors reported that it is more meaningful
to perform a fusion of the feature maps coming from each of the resolutions than to have all the
multi-resolution imagery share features in a single CNN. Nonetheless, the multi-resolution feature
fusion approach was (1) not tested for the airborne (manned and unmanned) resolution levels and (2)
not tested for the model transferability when a new region was only considered in the validation step.

3. Methodology

Three different CNN feature fusion approaches were used to assess the multi-resolution
capabilities of CNN in performing the image classification of building damages. These multi-resolution
experiments were compared with two baseline approaches. These baselines followed the traditional
image classification pipeline using CNN, where each imagery resolution level was fed to a
single network.

The network used in the experiments is presented in Section 3.1. This network exploited two main
characteristics: residual connections and dilated convolutions (presented in the following paragraphs).
The baseline experiments are presented in Section 3.2, while the feature fusion approaches are presented
in Section 3.3.

A central aspect of a network capable of capturing multi-resolution information present in
the images is its ability to capture spatial context. Yu and Koltun [51] introduced the concept of
dilated convolutions in CNN with the aim of capturing the context in image recognition tasks.
Dilated convolutions are applied to a given input image using a kernel with defined gaps (Figure 2).
Due to the gaps, the receptive field of the network is bigger, capturing more contextual information [51].
Moreover, the receptive field size of the dilated convolutions also enables the capture of finer details
since there is no need to perform an aggressive down-sampling of the feature maps throughout the
network, better preserving the original spatial resolution [52]. Looking at the specific task of building
damage detection, the visual depiction of a collapsed building in a nadir aerial image patch may not
appear in the form of a single rubble pile. Often, only smaller damage cues such as blown out debris
or smaller portions of rubble are found in the vicinity of such collapsed buildings. Hence, by using
dilated convolutions in this study, we aim to learn the relationship between damaged areas and their
context, relating these among all the levels of resolution.
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From the shallow alexnet [22], to the VGG [23], and the more recently proposed resnet [21],
the depth of the proposed networks for image classification has increased. Unfortunately, the deeper
the network, the harder it is to train [23]. CNNs are usually built by the stacking of convolution layers,
which allows a given network to learn from lower level features to higher levels of abstraction in
a hierarchical setting. Nonetheless, a given layer l is only connected with the layers adjacent to it
(i.e., layers l−1 and l+1). This assumption has shown to be not optimal since the information from
earlier layers may be lost during backpropagation [21]. Residual connections were then proposed [21],
where the input of a given layer may be a summation of previous layers. These residual connections
allow us to (1) have deeper networks while maintaining a low number of parameters and (2) to preserve
the feature information across all layers (Figure 3) [21]. The latter aspect is particularly important for a
multi-resolution approach since a given feature may have a different degree of relevance for each of
the considered levels of resolution. The preservation of this feature information is therefore critical
when aggregating the feature maps generated using different resolution data.
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3.1. Basic Convolutional Set and Modules Definition

The main network configuration was built by considering two main modules: (1) the context
module and (2) the resolution-specific module (Figure 4). This structure was inspired by the works
of References [21,52,53]. The general idea regarding the use of these two modules was that while the
dilated convolutions capture the wider context (context module), more local features may be lost in the
dilation process, hence the use of the resolution-specific module [51,53] with the decreasing dilation.
In this way, the context is harnessed through the context module, while the resolution-specific module
brings back the feature information related to a given resolution. The modules were built by stacking
basic convolutional sets that were defined by convolution, batch normalization, and ReLU (rectified
linear unit) (called CBR in Figure 4) [54]. As depicted in Figure 4, a pair of these basic convolutional
sets bridged by a residual connection formed the simplest component of the network, which were then
used to build the indicated modules.
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Figure 4. The basic convolution block is defined by convolution, batch-normalization, and ReLU (CBR).
The CBR is used to define both the context and resolution-specific modules. It contains the number of
filters used at each level of the modules and also the dilation factor. The red dot in the context module
indicates when a striding of 2, instead of 1 was used.

The context module was built by stacking 19 CBRs with an increasing number of filters and
a dilation factor. For our tests, a lower number of CBRs would make the network weaker while
deeper networks would give no improvements and slow the network runtime (increasing the risk
of overfitting). The growing number of filters is commonly used in CNN approaches, following
the general assumption that more filters are needed to represent more complex features [21–23].
The increasing dilation factor in the context module is aimed at gradually capturing feature
representations over a larger context area [51]. The red dots in Figure 4 indicate when a striding
of 2, instead of 1, was applied. The striding reduced the size of the feature map (from the initial
224 × 224 px to the final 28 × 28 px) without performing max pooling. Larger striding has been shown
to be beneficial when dilated convolutions are considered [52]. The kernel size was 3 × 3 [55] and only
the first CBR block of the context module had a kernel size of 7 × 7 [52]. The increase in the dilation
factor can generate artifacts (aliasing effect) on the resulting feature maps due to the gaps introduced
by the dilated kernels [52,53]. To attenuate this drawback, the dilation increase in the context module
was compensated in the resolution-specific module with a gradual reduction of the dilation value [53]
and the removal of the residual connections from the basic CBR blocks [52]. This also allowed us to
recapture the more local features [53], which might have been lost due to the increasing dilations in
the context module. For the classification part of the network, global average pooling followed by a
convolution which maps the feature map size to the number of classes was applied [52,56]. Since this
was a binary classification problem, a sigmoid function was used as the activation.

3.2. Baseline Method

As already mentioned, the multi-resolution tests were compared against two baseline networks.
These followed the traditional pipelines for the image classification of building damages [17,27]. In the
first baseline network (Figure 5), the training samples of a single resolution (i.e., only airborne—manned
or unmanned—or satellite) were fed into a network composed of the context and the resolution-specific
module like in a single resolution approach. The second baseline (hereafter referred to as baseline_ft)
used the same architecture as defined for the baseline (Figure 5). It fed generic image samples of a
given level of resolution (Tables 2 and 3) into the context module, while the resolution-specific one was
only fed with the damage domain image samples of that same level of resolution. Fine-tuning
a network that used a generic image dataset for training may improve the image classification
process [25], especially in cases with a low number of image samples for the specific classification
problem [57]. The generic resolution-specific image samples were used to train a network considering
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two classes: built and non-built environments. Its weights were used as a starting point in the
fine-tuning experiments for the specific case of the image classification of building damages. This led
to two baseline tests for each resolution level (one trained from scratch and one fine-tuned on generic
resolution-specific image samples).
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3.3. Feature Fusion Methods

The multi-resolution feature fusion approaches used different combinations of the baseline
modules and their computed features (Section 3.2). Three different approaches have been defined:
MR_a, MR_b, and MR_c, as shown in Figure 5. The three types of fusion were inspired by previous
studies in computer vision [58] and remote sensing [30,43,48,49]. In the presented implementation,
the baselines were independently computed for each level of resolution without sharing the weights
among them [49]. The used image samples have different resolutions and they were acquired
in different locations: the multi-modal approaches (e.g., [48]), dealing with heterogeneous data
fusions (synchronized and in overlap), could not be directly adopted in this case as there was no
correspondence between the areas captured by the different sensors. Moreover, in a disaster scenario,
time is critical. Acquisitions with three different sensors (mounted on three different platforms) and
resolutions would not be easily doable.

A fusion module (presented in Figure 5) was used in two of the fusion strategies, MR_b and
MR_c, while MR_a followed the fusion approach used in Reference [30]. This fusion module aimed to
learn from all the different feature representations, blending their heterogeneity [48,58] through a set of
convolutions. The objective behind the three different fusion approaches was to understand (i) which
layers (and its features) were contributing more to the image classification of building damages in
a certain resolution level and (ii) which was the best approach to fuse the different modules with
multi-resolution information. The networks were then fine-tuned with the image data (X in Figure 5)
of the resolution level of interest. For example, in MR_a, the features from the context modules of the
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three baseline networks were concatenated. Then, the resolution-specific module was fine-tuned with
the image data X of a given resolution level (e.g., satellite imagery).

The concatenation indicated in Figure 5 had as input the feature maps which had the same width
and height, merging them along the channel dimension. Other merging approaches were tested such as
summation, addition, and the averaging of the convolutional modules, however, they underperformed
when compared to concatenation. In the bullet points below, each of the fusion approaches is defined
in detail. Three fusions (MR_a, MR_b, and MR_c) were performed for each resolution level.

1. MR_a: in this fusion approach, the features of the context modules of each of the baseline
experiments were concatenated. The resolution-specific module was then fine-tuned using
the image data of a given resolution level (X, in Figure 5). This approach followed a general
fusion approach already used in computer vision to merge the artificial multi-scale branches of
a network [28,59] or to fuse remote sensing image data [60]. Furthermore, this simple fusion
approach has already been tested in another multi-resolution study [30].

2. MR_b: in this fusion approach, the features of the context followed by the resolution-specific
modules of the baseline experiments were concatenated. The fusion module considered as input
the previous concatenation and it was fine-tuned using the image data of a given resolution
level (X, in Figure 5). While only the context module of each resolution level was considered for
the fusion in MR_a, MR_b considered the feature information of the resolution-specific module.
In this case, the fusion model aimed at blending all these heterogeneous feature maps and
building the final classifier for each of the resolution levels separately (Figure 5). This fusion
approach allows the use of traditional (i.e., mono resolution) pre-trained networks as only the
last set of convolutions need to be run (i.e., fusion module).

3. MR_c: this approach builds on MR_a. However, in this case, the feature information from the
concatenation of several context modules is maintained in a later stage of the fusion approach.
This was performed by further concatenating this feature information with the output of the
resolution-specific module that was fine-tuned with a given resolution image data (X in Figure 5).
Like MR_b, the feature information coming from the context modules and resolution-specific
module were blended using the fusion module.

4. Experiments and Results

The experiments, results, and used datasets are described in this section. The first set of
experiments was performed to assess the classification results combining the multi-resolution
data. In the second set of experiments, the model geographical transferability was assessed; i.e.,
when considering a new image dataset only for the validation (not used in training) of the networks.

4.1. Datasets and Training Samples

This subsection describes the datasets used in the experiments for each resolution level. It also
describes the image sample generation from the raw images to image patches of a given resolution,
which were then used in the experiments (Section 4.2). The data were divided into two main subsets:
(a) a multi-resolution dataset formed by three sets of images corresponding to satellite and airborne
(manned and unmanned) images containing damage image samples, and (b) three sets of generic
resolution-specific image samples used in the fine-tuning baseline approach for the considered levels
of resolution.

4.1.1. Damage Domain Image Samples for the Three Resolution Levels Considered

Most of the datasets depict real earthquake-induced building damages; however, there are also
images of controlled demolitions (Table 1). The satellite images cover five different geographical
locations in Italy, Ecuador, and Haiti. The satellite imagery was collected with WorldView-3
(Amatrice (Italy), Pescara del Tronto (Italy), and Portoviejo (Ecuador)) and GeoEye-1 (L’Aquila (Italy),
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Port-au-Prince (Haiti)). These data were pansharpened and have a variable resolution between 0.4 and
0.6 m. The airborne (manned platforms) images cover seven different geographic locations in Italy,
Haiti, and New Zealand. These sets of airborne data consist of nadir and oblique views. These were
captured with the PentaView capture (Pictometry) and UltraCam Osprey (Microsoft) oblique imaging
systems. Due to the oblique views, the ground sampling distance varies between 8 and 18 cm. These are
usually captured with similar image capture specifications (flying height, overlap, etc.). The airborne
(unmanned platforms) images cover nine locations in France, Italy, Haiti, Ecuador, Nepal, Germany,
and China. These are composed of both the nadir and oblique views that were captured using both
fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft mounted with consumer grade cameras. The ground sampling
distance ranges from <1 cm up to 12 cm, where the image capture specifications (flying height, overlap,
etc.) are related to the specific objective of each of the surveys, which changes significantly between
the different datasets

Table 1. An overview of the location and quantity of the satellite and airborne image samples. The ++
locations indicate the controlled demolitions of buildings.

Location
No. of Samples

Month/Year of Event Sensor/System
Damaged Not Damaged

Satellite

L’Aquila (Italy) 115 108 April 2009 GeoEye-1
Port-au-Prince (Haiti) 701 681 January 2010 GeoEye-1
Portoviejo (Ecuador) 125 110 April 2016 WorldView-3

Amatrice (Italy) 135 159 August 2016 WorldView-3
Pesc. Tronto (Italy) 91 94 August 2016 WorldView-3

Total 1169 1152
Airborne (manned)

L’Aquila (Italy) 242 235 April 2009 PentaView
St Felice (Italy) 337 366 May 2012 PentaView
Amatrice (Italy) 387 262 September 2016 PentaView
Tempera (Italy) 151 260 April 2009 PentaView

Port-au-Prince (slums) (Haiti) 409 329 January 2010 PentaView
Port-au-Prince (Haiti) 302 335 January 2010 PentaView

Onna (Italy) 293 265 April 2009 PentaView
Christchurch (New Zealand) 603 649 February 2011 Vexcel UCXp

Total 2754 2701
Airborne (unmanned)

L’Aquila (Italy) 103 99 April 2009 Sony ILCE-6000
Wesel (Germany) 175 175 June 2016++ Canon EOS 600D

Portoviejo (Ecuador) 306 200 April 2016 DJI FC300S
Pesc. Tronto (Italy) 197 262 August 2016 Canon Powershot S110
Katmandu (Nepal) 388 288 April 2015 Canon IXUS 127 HS

Taiwan (China) 257 479 February 2016 DJI FC300S
Gronau (Germany) 437 501 October 2013++ Canon EOS 600D

Mirabello (Italy) 412 246 May 2012 Olympus E-P2
Lyon (France) 230 242 May 2017++ DJI FC330

Total 2505 2692

The image samples were derived from the set of images indicated before. First, the damaged
and undamaged image regions were manually delineated, see Figure 6. A regular grid was then
applied to each of the images and every cell that contained more than 40% of its area masked by the
damage class was cropped from the image and used as an image sample for the damage class. The low
value of 40% to consider a patch as damaged, aimed at forcing the networks to detect damage on an
image patch even if it did not occupy the majority of the area of the said patch. This is motivated by
practical reasons as an image patch should be considered damaged even if just a small area contains
evidence of damage. On the other hand, a patch is considered intact only if no damage can be detected
(Figure 6). The grid size varied according to the resolution: satellite = 80 × 80 px, airborne (manned
vehicles) = 100 × 100 px, and airborne (unmanned) = 120 × 120 px (examples in Figure 7). The variable
size of the image patches according to the resolution aimed to attenuate the captured extent by each of
the resolution levels. The use of smaller patches also allowed us to increase the number of samples,
compensating for the rare availability of these data.
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Figure 7. Examples of image samples derived from the procedure illustrated in Figure 6. These were
used as the input for both the baseline and multi-resolution feature fusion experiments. (Left side)
damaged samples; (Right side) non-damaged samples. From top to bottom: 2 rows of satellite,
aerial (manned), and aerial (unmanned) image samples. The approximate scale is indicated for each
resolution level.
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The number of image samples between the classes was approximately the same, while the number
of image samples between the three different resolution levels was not balanced. The number of
satellite image samples was two-fold lower when compared to the other two levels of resolution.

4.1.2. Generic Image Samples for the Three Levels of Resolution

Generic image samples for each of the levels of resolution are presented in this sub-section.
These were used in one of the baseline approaches (baseline_ft).

The generic satellite image samples were taken from a freely available baseline dataset:
NWPU-RESISC45 (Cheng et al., 2017). This baseline dataset contained 45 classes with 700 satellite
image samples per class. From these, fourteen classes were selected and divided into two broader
classes: built and non-built (Table 2).

Table 2. The 14 classes of the benchmark dataset (NWPU-RESISC45) divided into the built and
non-built classes. Each class contains 700 samples, with a total of 9800 image samples.

Built Non-Built

Airport Beach
Commercial area Circular farmland
Dense residential Desert
Freeway Forest
Industrial area Mountain
Medium residential Rectangular farm
Sparse residential Terrace

To derive the generic image samples from the airborne images (manned and unmanned), the same
sample extraction procedure used for the damage and non-damaged samples was adopted. In this case,
the division was between the built and non-built environments, while the rest of the procedure was the
same: a mask for the built and non-built environments was applied by considering a 60% threshold
for each given class. This threshold was adopted to ensure that one of the two classes (the built and
non-built environment classes) occupied the larger area of the image patch.

Table 3 shows the origin of the data for this generic image samples generation, the quantity of
image samples and the considered camera for each location.

Table 3. The generic airborne image samples used in one of the baselines. The * indicates that in the
aerial (manned) case, three different locations from the Netherlands were considered.

Location

Generic Airborne (Unmanned)
Image Samples

Generic Airborne (Manned)
Image Samples

Built Non-Built Sensor/System Built Non-Built Sensor/System

Netherlands * 971 581 Olympus E-P3 1758 878 PentaView and Vexcel
Ultra-CamXP

France 697 690 Canon IXUS220 HS
Germany 681 618 DJI FC330 1110 1953 Vexcel Ultra-Cam D

Italy 578 405 Pentax OPTIO A40
Switzerland 107 688 Canon IXUS220 HS

Total 3034 2982 2868 2831

During the training of every network, data augmentation was performed (Table 4) since this
was shown to decrease overfitting and improve the overall image classification [22,23]. The used
data augmentation consisted of random translations and rotations, image normalization, and the
up-/down-sampling of the images (examples in Figure 8). Since we were dealing with oblique imagery
in the airborne data, the performed flips were only horizontal and both the rotation value and the scale
factor were low. Furthermore, light data augmentation is usually considered when batch normalization
is used in a CNN since the network should be trained by focusing on less distorted images [54].
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Table 4. The data augmentation used: image normalization, the interval of the scale factor to be
multiplied by the original size of the image sample, the rotation interval to be applied to the image
samples, and the horizontal flip.

Data Augmentation Value

Image normalization 1/255
Scale factor [0.8,1.2]

Rotation [−12,12] deg
Horizontal flip true
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The image samples were zero padded to fit in the 224 × 224 px input size, instead of being resized;
this has been demonstrated to perform better [27] in the specific image classification of building
damages using CNNs.

Two main sets of experiments were performed using the multi-resolution feature fusion
approaches indicated in Figure 5: (1) general multi-resolution feature fusion experiments, where the
training was performed using 70% of the image samples of each resolution and using the remaining
30% of the image samples for validation. This ratio was applied to each location separately.
The training/validation data splits were performed randomly three times, enforcing the validation sets
to contain different image samples on each data split; (2) model transferability, where the training of
each of the multi-resolution feature fusion approaches was performed by considering all the locations
except the one that was used for the validation. This experiment aimed at assessing the behavior of the
approaches in a realistic scenario wherein the image data from a new event were classified without
extracting any training samples from this location.

For both sets of experiments, the accuracy, recall, and precision were calculated for the validation
image datasets described before and the following equations were considered:

accuracy =
TP + FN

# validation samples
(1)

recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3)

where, in Equations (1)–(3), TP are the true positives, FN are the false negatives, and FP are the
false positives.

4.2. Results

In this sub-section, the results of the multi-resolution fusion approaches are shown. The results
are divided into two sub-sections for each of the resolution levels: the general multi-resolution fusion
experiment and the model transferability experiment (using a dataset from a location not used in
the training). To understand the behavior of the networks better, the activations from the last set of
filters of the networks are visualized when classifying a new and unused image patch depicting a
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damaged scene. These activations show the per pixel probability of a pixel being damaged (white) or
not damaged (black). Furthermore, in the model transferability sub-section, larger image patches were
considered and classified with the best baseline and multi-resolution feature fusion approach.

4.2.1. Multi-Resolution Fusion Approaches

The achieved accuracies, recalls, and precisions for the baselines and for the different
multi-resolution feature fusion approaches are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. The accuracy, recall, and precision results when considering the multi-resolution image data
in the image classification of building damage of the given resolutions. Overall, the multi-resolution
feature fusion approaches present the best results.

Network
Satellite

Accuracy Recall Precision Training Samples

baseline 87.7 ± 0.7 88.4 ± 0.9 87.4 ± 1.0 1602
baseline_ft 84.3 ± 0.8 84.1 ± 1.2 87.5 ± 1.8 11,402

MR_a 89.2 ± 1.0 87.0 ± 1.2 91.0 ± 1.3 8968
MR_b 89.3 ± 0.9 91.0 ± 0.9 86.5 ± 0.6 8968
MR_c 89.7 ± 0.9 93.1 ± 1.1 82.3 ± 1.6 8968

Network
Airborne (Manned)

Accuracy Recall Precision Training Samples

baseline 91.1 ± 0.1 92.4 ± 1.5 91.1 ± 0.4 3736
baseline_ft 90.0 ± 0.4 89.8 ± 2.4 90.5 ± 0.3 9752

MR_a 91.4 ± 0.2 94.0 ± 0.6 88.0 ± 0.7 8968
MR_b 90.7 ± 0.4 91.9 ± 2.2 90.0 ± 1.2 8968
MR_c 91.4 ± 0.2 92.4 ± 0.7 89.4 ± 1.3 8968

Network
Airborne (Unmanned)

Accuracy Recall Precision Training Samples

baseline 94.2 ± 1.0 93.1 ± 2.6 95.0 ± 0.7 3630
baseline_ft 91.3 ± 1.0 91.8 ± 2.0 89.9 ± 2.0 9329

MR_a 94.3 ± 0.7 94.1 ± 1.9 95.7 ± 1.9 8968
MR_b 95.3 ± 1.2 95.2 ± 0.7 95.3 ± 1.5 8968
MR_c 95.4 ± 0.6 95.5 ± 1.7 95.1 ± 1.2 8968

Considering the satellite resolution, the multi-resolution approaches improved the overall image
classification of building damages when compared with the baselines by 2%. However, these also
presented a slightly higher standard deviation between different runs. The MR_c presents the best
results even though the improvement was marginal when compared with the other multi-resolution
approaches. In comparison to the baseline experiment, the recall was higher in 2 of the 3 fusion
approaches, while the precision was only higher in MR_a.

In the aerial (manned) case, the accuracy improvement was only marginal compared with the
best performing baseline experiment. One of the multi-resolution approaches (MR_b) presented the
worst results compared to the baseline network. Baseline_ft was the experiment with the weakest
performance as happened in the satellite case. MR_a had the highest recall and it also had the lower
precision compared with the baseline experiment. MR_c increased the precision of the baseline test.

The airborne (unmanned) case also presented a marginal improvement using the proposed fusion
approaches (MR_c and MR_b). Furthermore, in MR_c, the standard deviations of the experiments
were lower. The baseline_ft was the experiment with the weakest performance. Overall, the best
performing network regarding the classification accuracy was MR_c. This was further confirmed by
the recall and precision values where all the fusion approaches had higher values for both the recall
and precision than the baseline experiment.

The activations are shown in Figure 9. On the left, the input image patches are shown; on the right,
the activations with the higher average activation value for each of the baseline and feature fusion
approaches are shown. Overall, the multi-resolution fusion approaches presented better localization
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capabilities. These usually detected larger damaged areas than the baseline experiments. Namely,
MR_c was the fusion approach with the better overall localization, even if it was noisier. The Figure 9
activations also present several striped patterns and gridding artifacts, where MR_b seems to be the
network which better attenuates this issue.
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4.2.2. Multi-Resolution Fusion Approaches’ Impact on the Model Transferability

Table 6 shows the accuracies, recalls, and precisions of the multi-resolution and baseline
approaches when using a single location in the validation which was not used in the training. In the
satellite case, only the image data from Portoviejo were used as its validation data. In the airborne
(manned) case, the Port-au-Prince image data were used as validation while in the airborne (unmanned)
case, the Lyon image data were used for validation.

Table 6. The accuracy, recall and precision results when considering the multi-resolution feature fusion
approaches for the model transferability. One of the locations for each of the resolutions is only used in
the validation of the network: satellite = Portoviejo; aerial (manned) = Haiti; aerial (unmanned) = Lyon.
Overall, the multi-resolution feature fusion approaches outperform the baseline experiments, where the
baseline_ft present better results only in the aerial (manned) case.

Network
Satellite (Portoviejo)

Accuracy (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Training Samples

baseline 81.5 84 78 2160
baseline_ft 79.4 76 85 11,960

MR_a 81.5 ± 0.9 83.5 ± 0.1 83.5 ± 1.7 9526
MR_b 82.1 ± 0.6 77.7 ± 0.8 90.5 ± 1.5 9526
MR_c 83.4 ± 0.4 86.5 ± 0.9 82.9 ± 0.6 9526

Network
Aerial (Manned, Port-au-Prince)

Accuracy (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Training Samples

baseline 84.3 80.2 83.4 4406
baseline_ft 84.7 83.2 85.1 10,442

MR_a 81.9 ± 0.4 85.0 ± 0.3 78.6 ± 2.0 9638
MR_b 83.9 ± 0.4 80.3 ± 0.9 84.1 ± 2.1 9638
MR_c 84.2 ± 0.2 85.0 ± 0.5 80.0 ± 1.4 9638

Network
Aerial (Unmanned, Lyon)

Accuracy (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Training Samples

baseline 87.2 79.5 95.1 4711
baseline_ft 83.0 70.0 94.6 10,442

MR_a 85.7 ± 3.2 85.2 ± 3.6 90.0 ± 3.4 9943
MR_b 83.6 ± 2.1 86.2 ± 1.4 83.2 ± 3.3 9943
MR_c 88.7 ± 1.7 89.6 ± 2.0 82.4 ± 3.3 9943

Overall, the results followed the tendency of the previous experiments. The multi-resolution
fusion approaches were the networks that performed better. Only in the aerial (manned) case was the
baseline_ft accuracy superior to that of the multi-resolution experiments. In the rest of the experiments,
the baseline networks performed the worst.

In the airborne (unmanned) experiments, while the accuracy also increased with the MR_c feature
fusion approach, the standard deviation was also considerably higher when compared with the rest
of the experiments. Overall, the recall was higher in the fusion approaches, while the precision was
lower when compared to the baseline experiments.

The activations are shown in Figure 10. On the left, the input image patches are shown; on the
right, the activations with the highest average activation value per network are shown. Overall,
the activations of the model transferability test presented the worst results when compared to the
previous set of experiments. Striped patterns and gridding artifacts can also be noticed in this
case. MR_b was the network which presented a lower amount of artifacts compared to the rest
of the experiments. In the aerial (unmanned) case, the localization capability decreased drastically.
Nonetheless, the multi-resolution experiments, in general, could better localize the damaged area.
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In Figures 11–13, larger image patches are shown for each of the locations considered for model
transferability. These image patches were divided into smaller regions (80 × 80 px for the satellite,
100 × 100 px for the aerial manned, and 120 × 120 px for the aerial unmanned) and classified using the
best performing baseline and multi-resolution feature fusion approaches (Table 6). The red overlay in
these larger image patches indicates when a patch was classified as damaged (with a >0.5 probability
of being damaged). The details (on the right) of these figures indicate the areas where differences
between the baseline and the multi-resolution feature fusion methods were more significant. In these
details, the probability of each of the smaller image patches being damaged is indicated.Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  19 of 27 
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Figure 11. The large satellite image patch classified for damage using (top) the baseline and (bottom)
the MR_c models on the Portoviejo dataset. The red overlay shows the image patches (80 × 80 px)
considered as damaged (the probability of being damaged = >0.5). The right part with the details
contains the probability of a given patch being damaged. The scale is relative to the large image patch
on the left.

Figure 11 contains the image patch considered for the satellite level of resolution (Portoviejo).
Besides correctly classifying 2 more patches as damaged, MR_c also increased the certainty of the
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already correctly classified patches in the baseline experiments. Nonetheless, none of the approaches
was able to correctly classify the patch on the lower right corner of the larger image patch as damage.

Figure 12 shows a larger image patch for the aerial (manned) case (Port-au-Prince). The best
performing networks were the baseline_ft and MR_c networks and the classification results are shown
in the figure. In general, the results followed the accuracy assessment presented in Table 6. In this case,
MR_c introduced more false positives (the details are on the right and on the bottom of the patch),
even if it correctly classified more damaged patches.
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Figure 12. The large aerial (manned) image patch classified for damage using the (top) baseline_ft and
(bottom) the MR_c models on the Port-au-Prince dataset. The red overlay shows the image patches
(100 × 100 px) considered as damaged (the probability of being damaged = >0.5). The right part with
the details contains the probability of a given patch being damaged. The legend is relative to the large
image patch on the left.

Figure 13 shows a larger patch of the Lyon dataset classified with the benchmark and MR_c
networks. In this case, the MR_c is clearly more generalizable. It reduced the false positives of
the baseline approach and correctly classified the patches that were not considered damaged by
the baseline.
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Figure 13. The large aerial (unmanned) image patch classified using (top) the baseline and (bottom)
the MR_c models on the Lyon dataset. The red overlay shows the image patches (120 × 120 px)
considered as damaged (the probability of being damaged = >0.5). The right part of the figure shows
the probability of each patch being damaged. The scale is relative to the large image patch on the left.

5. Discussion

The results show an improvement in the classification accuracy and the localization capabilities of
a CNN for the image classification of building damages using the multi-resolution feature maps.
However, each of the different feature fusion approaches behaved differently. The overall best
multi-resolution feature fusion approach (MR_c) concatenates the feature maps from intermediate
layers, confirming the need for preserving feature information from the intermediate layers at a later
stage of the network [25,28]. This feature fusion approach also considers a fusion module (Figure 5)
that is able to merge and blend the multi-resolution feature maps. Other feature fusion studies using
small convolutional sets to merge audio and video features [58] or remote sensing multi-modal feature
maps [44,48,50] have underlined the same aspect. In general, the satellite and aerial (unmanned)
resolutions were the ones which presented the most improvements when using multi-resolution
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feature fusion approaches. The aerial (unmanned) resolution also improved their image classification
accuracy and localization capabilities (although marginally). In the aerial (manned) case, the resolution
level had the least improvement with the multi-resolution feature fusion approach. This will be
discussed in detail below.

The model transferability experiments generally had a lower accuracy, indicating the need for
in situ image acquisitions to get optimal classifiers, as shown in [17]. In the satellite case, both the
precision and recall were higher in the multi-resolution feature fusion approaches, and the models
captured fewer false positives and fewer false negatives. In the aerial (manned and unmanned)
cases, the recall was higher and the precision was lower, reflecting that a higher number of image
patches were correctly classified as damaged but more false positives were also present. In the aerial
(manned) resolution tests, the multi-resolution feature fusion approaches had worse accuracies than
the baselines. In this case, the best approach was to fine-tune a network which used generic aerial
(manned) image samples during the training. In the aerial (manned) case, the image quality was better
(high-end calibrated cameras), with more homogenous captures throughout different geographical
regions. The aerial (unmanned) platform image captures were usually performed with a wide variety
of compact grade cameras which presented a higher variability both in the sensor characteristics and
in their image capture specifications. Consequently, there was a variable image quality compared to
the aerial (manned) platforms.

The transferability tests of aerial (unmanned) imagery, contemporarily deal with geographical
transferability aspects and also with very different image quality and image capture specifications.
In such cases, the presented results indicate that the multi-resolution feature fusion approaches helped
the model to be more generalizable than when using traditional mono-resolution methods.

The activations shown in the results are in agreement with the accuracy results.
The multi-resolution feature fusion approaches presented better localization capabilities compared
with the baseline experiments. Strike patterns and gridding artifacts can be seen in the activations.
This could be due to the use of a dilated kernel in the presented convolutional modules, as indicated
in [52,53].

The large image patches shown in Figures 11–13 show that both the satellite and aerial (unmanned)
resolution levels can benefit more from the multi-resolution feature fusion approach in comparison to
the baseline experiments. Furthermore, the aerial (unmanned) multi-resolution feature fusion identifies
only one of the patches as a false positive, while correctly classifying more damaged image patches.

The previous study on multi-resolution feature fusion [30], using both a baseline and a feature
fusion approach similar to the MR_a, had better accuracies than the ones presented in this paper,
although both contributions reflect a general improvement. The differences in the two works is in
the training data that were extracted from the same dataset but considering different images and
different damage thresholds for the image patches labelling (40% in this paper, 60% in Reference [30])
The different results confirm the difficulties and subjectivity inherent in the manual identification of
building damages from any type of remote sensing imagery [12,58]. Moreover, it also indicates the
sensibility of the damage detection with CNN according to the input used for training.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper assessed the combined use of multi-resolution remote sensing imagery coming from
sensors mounted on different platforms within a CNN feature fusion approach to perform the image
classification of building damages (rubble piles and debris). Both a context and a resolution-specific
network module were defined by using dilated convolutions and residual connections. Subsequently,
the feature information of these modules was fused using three different approaches. These were
further compared against two baseline experiments.

Overall, the multi-resolution feature fusion approaches outperformed the traditional image
classification of building damages, especially in the satellite and aerial (unmanned) cases. Two relevant
aspects have been highlighted by the performed experiments on the multi-resolution feature fusion
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approaches: (1) the importance of the fusion module, as it allowed both MR_b and MR_c to outperform
MR_a (2) the beneficial effect of considering the feature information from the intermediate layers of
each of the resolution levels in the later stages of the network, as in MR_c.

These results were also confirmed in the classification of larger image patches in the satellite
and aerial (unmanned) cases. Gridding artifacts and stripe patterns could be seen in the activations
of the several fusion and baseline experiments due to the use of dilated kernels, however, in the
multi-resolution feature fusion experiments, the activations were often more detailed than in the
traditional approaches.

The model transferability experiments in the multi-resolution feature fusion approaches also
improved the accuracy of the satellite and aerial (unmanned) imagery. On the contrary, fine-tuning a
network by training it with generic aerial (manned) images was preferable in the aerial (manned) case.
The different behavior in the aerial (manned) case could be explained by the use of images captured
with high-end calibrated cameras and with more homogenous data capture settings. The characteristics
of the aerial (manned) resolution level contrasted with the aerial (unmanned) case, where the
acquisition settings were more heterogeneous and a number of different sensors with a generally lower
quality were used. In the aerial (manned) case, the model transferability to a new geographical region
was, therefore, more related with the scene characteristics of that same region (e.g., urban morphology)
and less related with the sensor or capture settings. In the aerial (unmanned) case, the higher variability
of the image datasets allowed to better generalize the model.

The transferability test also indicated that the highest improvements of the multi-resolution
approach were visible in the satellite resolution, with a substantial reduction of both false positives
and false negatives. This was not the case in the aerial (unmanned) resolution level, where a higher
number of false positives balanced the decrease in the number of false negatives. In a disaster scenario,
the objective is to identify which buildings are damaged (hence, having potential victims). Therefore,
it is preferable to lower the number of false negatives, maybe at the cost of a slight increase in
false positives.

Despite the successful multi-resolution feature fusion approach for the image classification of
building damages, there is no information regarding the individual contribution of each of the levels
of resolution in the image classification task. Moreover, the presented results are mainly related to
the overall accuracy and behavior of the multi-resolution feature fusion and baseline experiments.
More research is needed to assess which signs of damage are better captured with this multi-resolution
feature fusion approach, for each of the resolution levels. The focus of this work was on the fusion of
the several multi-resolution feature maps. However, other networks can be assessed to perform the
same task. In this regard, MR_b, for example, can be directly applied to pre-trained modules, where the
last set of activations can be concatenated and posteriorly fed to the fusion module. In this case, there
is no need to re-train a new network for a specific multi-resolution feature fusion approach. There is
an ongoing increase in the amount of collected image data, where a multi-resolution approach could
harness this vast amount of information and help build stronger classifiers for the image classification of
building damages. Moreover, given the recent contributions focusing on online learning [27], the initial
satellite images from a given disastrous event could be continuously refined with location-specific
image samples that come from other resolutions. In such conditions, the use of a multi-resolution
feature fusion approach would be optimal. This is especially relevant in an early post-disaster setting,
where all these multi-resolution data would be captured independently with different sensors and at
different stages of the disaster management cycle.

This multi-resolution feature fusion approach can also be assessed when considering other image
classification problems with more classes. There is an ever-growing amount of collected remote sensing
imagery and taking advantage of this large quantity of data would be optimal.
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